
Course Title : Fashion Designing and Garment Technology Practical
Course Code : 487
Periods/Week :   4
Periods/ Semester     :  72
Credits                        :  2

TIME SCHEDULE

Sl No.
Topics Periods

1

2

3

4

Patterning and grading

Spreading, cutting and sewing

Product development,Pressing & Fusing

Garment CAD

Test       (4X1)

17

17

17

17

4

Total 72
==================

OBJECTIVES

To know the Pattern Drafting procedure for kids, men’s and Ladies garments
To know the Grading methods for different styles of garments
To know the laying and cutting of different styles of garrments
To know the operation of various Sewing Machines
To practice the constructing methods of various styles of garments
To practice the introduction of various type of fullness in garments



To know the application of garment CAD

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS:

1. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Children Frock
2. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Gathered Petticoat.

3. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Pyjama.
4. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Slack Shirt.
5. Using the given measurements prepare pattern for Bermudas.
6. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Ladies skirt
7. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Salwar and Kameez.
8. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Kurtha
9. Using the given measurement prepare pattern for Kitchen apron
10. Using the given Basic block, grade the shirt front,back & sleeve to its next lower or higher
sizes.
11. Using the given Basic block, grade kurtha to its next lower or higher sizes..
12. Using the given measurement chart, prepare the required pattern for Ladies skirt and

grade it to their next lower or higher sizes.
13. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Children Frock
14. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Gathered Petticoat.
15. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Pyjama.
16. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of  Slack Shirt.
17. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Bermudas.
18. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Ladies skirt
19. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Salwar and Kameez.
20. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Kurtha
21. Cut the given fabric as per the patterns of Kitchen apron
22. Working practices for different stitches and seams in the sewing machines.
23. Construct different types of Seams,Hems, Plackets and pockets,  Buttonholes
24. Construct different types of Darts ,Godets, pleats,Tucks,Frills, Shirring,Ruffles and Gathers.
25. Prepare the required patterns and Construct different types of sleeves. Collars,
26. Construct, finish and press Children Frock
27. Construct, finish and press Gathered Petticoat.
28. Construct, finish and press Pyjama.
29. Construct, finish and press Slack Shirt.
30. Construct, finish and press Bermudas.
31. Construct, finish and press Ladies skirt
32. Construct, finish and press Salwar and Kameez.



33. Construct, finish and press Kurtha
34. Construct, finish and press Kitchen apron.
35. Learning of different tools used for drafting.(garment CAD)
36. Setting the screen for drafting by using the appropriate tools like Limits, unfold mirror, flip

line curves, saving open nest and close nest.
37. Practicing of drafting, editing and saving
38. Practicing of Drafting patterns to the given measurements
39. Practicing of drafting patterns and adding grade increments to create different grade sizes
40. Practicing of drafting patterns for shorts to a given size and grade it for the other sizes.
41. Practicing of drafting a pattern for a trouser and grade it to the other size.
42. Practicing of calculating the material requirement by using layout.
43. Comparing the manual and computer grading in connection with time and labour.
44. Practicing printing through Bitmap.

List of equipments :-

1. Lock stitch Sewing machine
2. Over lock Sewing machine
3. Flat lock Sewing machine
4. Ironing machine/Iron Box
5. Under and over Pressing equipments
6. Feed off the Arm Sewing machine
7. Pattern / cutting table
8. Scissors
9. Measuring tools
10. Drafting tools
11. Construction tools & General tools
12. Button hole sewing machine
13. Button stitching machine
14. Embroidery machine
15. Garment CAD and Computer colour matching software.
16. Personal computers. (Pentium IV – 512 MB RAM)

MATERIAL
- Button , Hooks & Eyes, press button , Zip ,pattern sheet, Sewing thread, needle, elastic

fabric


